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The Bulletin is essentially a newsletter of the activities past and forthcoming of the Association.
It is intended to bring to the attention of members issues and events of general interest to all
concerned, and therefore is shaped very largely by requests, letters and information which the
editor receives. Accordingly, I wish to warmly encourage members to send in material whether
it be on activities in their own institutions or elsewhere, of lectures, seminars, symposia,
conferences, exhibitions and research projects, or of issues of current concern or interest which
members feel appropriate to the Association.
The issue raised at the Annual General Meeting in March of the survival of Bath Academy of
Art, I am happy to report is followed up here with a statement by the Principal of the
situation at the time of going to press.
Members will notice a few leaflets inserted with the Bulletin which the editor hopes will be
of interest. The Association which is, after all, a self financing, non profit making organisation
has received much support from publishers during the year, which is greatly appreciated. It is
intended, further, to introduce a small advertisements section at the end of the Bulletin in the
future. Details of this and the cost of leaflet insertions available from the editor. Copies of the
Bulletin are available to non-members at a cost of £3. Please note that the copy deadline for
issue number 12 is 1st December 1980. Flavia Swann
AAH London Conference, 3-6 April 1981
Preparations for the London conference are well
under way and a certain amount of information
about its general outlines and content can now be
given.
Opening
The main part of the conference will be in the
Institute of Education, and it will open with three
talks, the speakers being a practising artist, a
practising critic and an art-historian whose subject is
the work of a critic. Howard Hodgkin has agreed to
talk on his painting; John Golding will talk on
Andre Breton's writings on art; we have not yet
decided on a critic to join them.
The 'Academic' Sessions
The topics for the 'academic' sessions have been
decided, and are listed below with the names and
addresses of their organisers. Members wishing to
deliver papers in any of these sections should contact
the organiser in question as soon as possible, giving
details of their planned contribution. There will be
six papers in each section.
1) Neil Stratford, Keeper of Medieval and Later
Antiquities, British Museum, Bloomsbury, London
WC1B3DG.
Medieval Sculpture before 1300
2) Professor Julian Gardner, Department of History
of Art, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7 AL,
and Dr Robin Cormack, Courtauld Institute, 20
Portman Square, London W1H OBE.
Europe in the 14th century: the West and East

3) Dr Jaynie Anderson, Ruskin School of Drawing
and of Fine Art, 74 High Street, Oxford 0X1 4BG.
The Theory and Practice of Attribution
This topic is not restricted to any particular period.
4) Dr Colin Campbell, University of Exeter, Queen's
Building, the Queen's Drive, Exeter EX4 4QH.
Prints and Print-making in Northern Europe,
1500-1700
5) Professor Michael Kitson, Courtauld Institute, 20
Portman Square, London W1H OBE.
Ruskin and his Contemporaries
6) Alan Crawford, 85 Clarence Road, King's Heath,
Birmingham Bl3 9UH.
The Printed Image: Art and Design in Britain,
1850-1950
This topic will cover various aspects of painting,
including the role of printed illustrations in art,
architecture and design.
7) Toshio Watanabe, City of Birmingham Polytechnic,
School of History of Art, Corporation Street, Goster
Green, Birmingham; and Marie Conti-Helm, St
Teppermoore Farm, Humshaugh, nr Hexham,
Northumberland.
Japan and the West
This topic will include architecture and design, and
will begin in the 16th century.
8) Dr John House, Courtauld Institute, 20 Portman
Square, London W1H OBE.
Problems of Interpretation in later 19 th Century Art
Each paper in this topic should deal with a single
picture, the aim being to choose rich examples of
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particular types of problem, whether historical or
because we believe it a better way to end the
methodological, so as to contribute to more general Conference than the petering out of the final paper.
discussions of historical approaches. British subjects It is to start at 6.00 pm so that those with trains to
will be considered, but preference will be given to
catch can catch them in the right mood.
French paintings of c.1840-1906.
9) Dr Stephan Bann, University of Kent, Rutherford The Conference Fee
College, the University, Kent.
The costs of hiring the Institute of Education, of
Criticism in the 20th century: history or theory?
catering and of other necessities such as printing have
This topic will bring out problems of the relationship escalated, and so the conference fee will be higher
than for the last London conference. We have fixed it
at £18.50 for members, £25.00 for non-members,
between art history and criticism in this century.
£2.50
for
student
members,
and
£5.00
for
nonDiscussions
member students. All members giving papers will pay
Following the obvious demand for more discussion
a reduced fee of £10.00.
sessions at the Norwich AGM, and following
suggestions made from the floor there, we have
Accommodation
decided to plan for 2 or even 3 such sessions running Those wishing to reserve accommodation for the
parallel on the Saturday afternoon. The subjects for 2 duration of the conference should write promptly to
of these have been agreed: one will concern art and
Dr
Christopher
Green.
the media (especially television), and will be organised
by Christopher Johnstone, Assistant Keeper of
Conference
organisers
Education and Information, National Galleries of
Dr
Christopher
Green
and
Dr
Robin
Cormack
Scotland, 17 Ainslie Place, Edinbur^i EG3 6AU; the Courtauld Institute, 20 Portman Square, London
other will concern the status of design history and
W1H0BE.
will be organised by Maurice Whitbread, School of
Humanities and Contemporary Studies, Leeds
Polytechnic, Calverley Street, Leeds LSI 3HE. Other
subjects under consideration are art-history in schools Art History Book Fair, London, 4 April 1980
and the state of criticism today.
All those who were present at the first Art History
A further session will be organised by Dr Robin
Book Fair at Norwich in March can testify to the
Cormack for the Sunday afternoon as an alternative lavish display of books and periodicals mounted by
to the visits offered (again in response to the support 100 publishers. 'Nothing quite like this has been seen
given to the idea at the Norwich AGM). Art Historians before' was the headline in the Eastern Daily Press
have been less committed than New Archaeologists to and certainly the thronging crowds of interested
the exploration of scientific techniques of examination visitors and the busy cash points were a contrast to
or mathematical models for analysis. The aim of this many book fairs.
session is to promote cooperation between art
Sales
were
excellent,
no
doubt
stimulated
by
the
historians, scientists, those who have used computers generous discounts offered on many display copies.
etc. Offers to give short papers giving information
Spies
from
non-participating
publishers
have
reported
about methods and results are needed: it is hoped
back
on
the
success
of
the
Fair
and
several
of
these
that a discussion will develop in what can be done
firms
have
already
confirmed
that
they
will
take
a
with present equipment and what kind of art
stand
at
the
London
Fair.
Similarly
many
exhibitors
historical questions can be asked in present laboratory have praised the high level of enquiry, expressed
conditions.
pleasure at the number of books sold or subscriptions
taken and announced their intention to exhibit
The Visits
As suggested at the Norwich AGM, we have decided annually.
The Association plans to hold an Art History Book
to cut the number of Sunday visits to three or four.
These will be organised by Mary-Rose Beaumont who Fair at each of its annual conferences. As a result of
has already begun her preparations. One of the visits this year's Fair both members and exhibitors have
asked that the Art History Book Fair should have
will probably centre on Waddesdon Manor in
more space and more time. Accordingly, next year's
Buckinghamshire, others will take in private
Fair will be held at the Bloomsbury Centre, London
collections (one with a modern emphasis, another
for the whole of Saturday 4 April. Members attending
with a pre-19th century emphasis).
the conference can attend the Fair from 1.00 to 4.00
pm and a buffet lunch with wine will be served.
The Book Fair
The art book-fair, considerably expanded, will be
All those interested, such as librarians, teachers,
repeated and is timetabled to take place over lunch booksellers and students are warmly invited to come
and through the early afternoon of the Saturday,
along. Illustrated books in particular need to be
lunch is being offered to those who attend.v
looked at to be appreciated. We plan to extend the
It will take place at the Bloomsbury Centre Hotel,
range of books on display to include more foreign
close to the Institute of Education, and very
imprints, educational titles, books covering film and
considerable discounts for members are hoped for.
photography and reprints.
The organiser of the fair is Pamela Courtney.
Not only does the Art History Book Fair provide
a unique opportunity to examine, to buy and to
The Receptions
discuss a comprehensive range of publications of
Two receptions are planned so far, one for the Friday interest to art historians, but fees paid by the
evening will hopefully be in the Tate Gallery, the
exhibitors provide a useful source of revenue for the
other for 6.00 pm on the Monday evening at the
Association.
Courtauld Institute (Home House). Monday has been
Your support is therefore vital. By making private
decided on for the second reception because of time- and institutional purchases (or orders), you will
tabling pressure on Saturday and, more positively,
convince the publishers of the usefulness of the Fair.

suitably adapted as patterns for linoleum or
furnishing fabrics. TE Hulme also proposed much the
same idea the previous year when discussing Roger
Fry's 2nd Grafton Group Exhibition of January
1914; he believed that the paintings of Fry and his
English colleagues were quaint, playful, and lightweight, and would find a most suitable 'grave in some
emporium which will provide the wives of young and
advanced dons with suitable house decorations'.
Hulme's acerbic comment contained an element of
fact, for at this very time Fry was the managing
director of a decorative arts scheme, the Omega
Workshops. Fry was of the opinion that great harm
had been done to art by a rigid distinction between
picture making and applied art, and he encouraged
younger British artists, in the decade 1910-20, to feel
they could make a 'definite work of creative art out
of an interior'. Equally, though, he denounced late
19th
century
English
decorative
artists
for
their
Acknowledgements
inability to distinguish between 'agreeable sensation
and
imaginative
significance',
between
decoration
and
The Association would like to thank the following design. The varied moods of Fry's paradoxical
art dealers for their support of 'Art History' by
theoretical
position
concerning
design
and
decoration,
placing advertisements in the September issue.
form
and
content,
and
above
all
abstraction,
was
P & D Colnaghi & Co Ltd
examined,
together
with
some
of
his
own
work,
and
Covent Garden Gallery Ltd
that
of
his
artist
friends.
Hazlitt, Gooden & Fox Ltd
Heim Gallery Ltd
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Spink & Son Ltd
What's Up? Mondrian 1918/19
A special thank you to Jack Baer of Hazlitt,
Carel Blotkamp
Gooden & Fox Ltd for his continuing help and
In 1918/19 Mondrian made four paintings in a
encouragement for this project.
diamond shape, a device he was to use time and again
during his subsequent career. It was argued, in the
AAH Manchester Conference March 1982
first place, that Mondrian painted them partly in
The eighth conference of the Association will be held response to discussions on the diagonal with other De
Stilj artists, and in the second place, that he executed
at Manchester 26-29 March 1982. The organisers
would like to hear from any members with ideas for and originally intended these paintings to be hung in
the programme, whether topics for sessions, particular a perpendicular position, with an overt diagonal
composition. He decided to hang them in a diamond
lectures or visits in the area. Please write to:
position early in 1919.
Dr JJG Alexander or Dr Andrew Causey
Mondrian's decision to turn some of his paintings
History of Art Department
45° raises questions about his opinion on matters of
The University
abstraction versus representation at that period.
Manchester Ml 3 9PL

Will you also encourage friends and colleagues not
attending the conference to come along to the Fair?
Would members with publications suitable for
promotion at the Fair please notify their publishers as
this has already been shown to be a great stimulus to
action?
If you would like more detailed information on
the Fair to distribute to potential visitors or have any
suggestions to make regarding the content and/or
organisation of the Fair please would you get in
touch with:
Pamela Courtney
Director of Publicity
Association of Art Historians
42 Lancaster Park
Richmond TW10 6AD
01-948 4041

AAH Norwich Conference 1980
The sixth annual conference of the Association
organised by Professor Andrew Martindale at the
University of East Anglia was a great success,
academically, socially and even financially. The
admirable work of Pamela Courtney, the Association's
new Director of Publicity, in organising the Book Fair
brought a new dimension to the conference, which
was much appreciated. The Association thanks both
Pamela Courtney and Andrew Martindale for all their
hard work on our behalf.
Abstracts of the papers given follow.
Session 1: ABSTRACTION
Organiser: Jane Beckett
1
Roger Fry and Linoleum Patterns
Judith Collins
The title of this paper was provoked by a not
untypical review of the Vorticist Exhibition, held at
the Dore Gallery, London, in June 1915, in which the
critic felt that the works on show, singling out
Duncan Grant's contribution for special abuse, were
not fit to stand as pictures, but would be more

3
Colour and Architecture: De Stijl's Collaborative Ideal
Nancy Troy
The artists associated with the magazine De Stijl
during and after World War I are best known for their
non-figurative easel paintings and for the influence
their architecture exerted on the International Style.
Historians have only begun to consider the coloured
abstract environment in which De Stijl painting and
architecture were merged to form a total work of art.
Beginning in 1916 and continuing through the 1920s,
De Stijl artists and others who were influenced by
them participated in the design and execution of
dozens of environmental projects whose goal was the
union of the arts in a constructive harmony
symbolizing a newly reintegrated post-war society. In
the process of combining their respective
contributions of colour and structure, painters and
architects sought to achieve a collaborative ideal
enowed with both ethical and aesthetic merits.
The fundamental premises of cooperation between
painters and architects are exemplified by
collaborations between Bart van der Leek and
HP Berlage, and between Theo van Doesburg anfi
JJP Oud. The character of their early coloured architectural projects is a result of the control architects

exercised over painters in determining the nature of
spatial design. Vilmos Huszar's 1918 colour designs for
a bedroom illustrate how painters began to conceive of
colour as an element independent of the restraints
imposed by structural support. Subsequently, in the
work of Piet Zwart, for example, paint was applied to
interior walls in a manner that enhanced the spatial
qualities of color. This resulted in a more abstract
environment and it heralded a change in the original
relationship between painter and architect.
The highly experimental, abstract character of
many designs from the mid-1920s was often achieved
at the expense of technical and functional viability,
elements of a rational approach to architecture which
many De Stijl painters but few architects were willing
to sacrifice. The fate of Van Doesburg's work for the
Cafe Aubette suggests that the eventual disappearance
of those abstract environments for which painters
rather than architects were primarily responsible was
due in part to their radical abstraction and divorce
from the exigencies of contemporary reality. In
contrast, architects who were determined to apply
themselves to solving the problems of existing social
reality managed to produce work which was designed
to experimental and yet still fulfill functional
requirements. Invoking pragmatic considerations of
economy on one hand and demands for artistic
license on the other, architects and painters abandoned
the ideal of collaboration that had been fundamental
to De Stijl in its early years. In doing so, they disavowed the generating force behind the creation of
the coloured abstract environment which thereafter
ceased to be a viable, common goal.
4
From Abstract Art into Film
Sara Selwood
This paper focussed on one aspect of early twentieth
century art which has been overlooked generally by
art historians — the development from abstract art
into film.
Scientific discoveries and philosophical ideas
which suggested the world was neither static nor
composed of solid matter, and that our perception of
it changes constantly captivated certain avant-garde
painters. They realized that such ideas might be used
to justify an entirely new kind of painting — one
which could at last abandon single-point perspective.
Time and movement might be introduced into art.
Some artists responded by painting what were,
essentially, sequences of static images showing various
stages of a single action or movement. Others tried to
introduce change and continuity into art by emulating
music, the one abstract art which exists in time.
Abstract scroll paintings by artists like Viking
Eggeling, Hans Richter and Werner Graeff were
conceived like musical scores, the successive images
being intended as visual equivalents of musical
structures.
The next obvious step for these artists to take was
to translate their scroll paintings into film, itself a
dynamic medium. In this way, the analogy between
music and art could be sustained.
5
Qement Greenberg and the Politics of Abstraction
JP English
The purpose of this paper was to place Greenberg's
'formalism' in a political context. In the formative
period of his career, he tried to unite the aims of

radical politics and avant-garde art. He identified the
economic and political basis (seen through a
materialist view of history) of the inter-relationship
of the different art forms, and he saw the current
importance of abstraction as a temporary, but
necessary, stage. The notion of an avant-garde was
inconsistent with the historical roots of modernism,
for a break with tradition can lead to novelty and, he
believed, a vulnerability to capitalism. The struggle
for purity of form and means was never to be won,
but was to be maintained in order to re-establish
artistic value and integrity. This became a moral
responsibility for both artist and critic.
Some of Greenberg's critical models will be
suggested. For instance, Cubism was seen as the
source of all subsequent progressive art; he found a
coherence between Cubism's formal analysis and a
specific cultural context. Hans Hofmann was also
important in forming Greenberg's aesthetic,
reinforcing his sense of the inviolability of the
medium. This can be traced back to Pater, who held
that colour and form were mediums for the ideal,
self-contained elements whose developments
corresponds to certain aspects of the human mind.
The paper also examined Greenberg's depiction of
advanced art as an embattled, besieged force,
inseparable from its urban environment, with only
the rare spokesmen like himself whose revolutionary
polemic underlines the estrangement from the
establishment.
6
Clyfford Still — The Iconography of Abstraction
David Anfam
Clyfford Still's mature and best-known work remains
amongst the most enigmatic and perhaps misunderstood of that of the major Abstract Expressionists.
Although it may often appear formidably abstract
some commentators have seen it as reflecting a
concern with landscape. Yet this interpretation has
received scant factual support. Other critics, notably
Clement Greenberg, have sought to understand it
essentially within the formal context appropriate to
the abstraction created by members of the so-called
New York School, such as Mark Rothko and Barnett
Newman, in the late 1940s and early 50s. Such
commentaries, though at times deeply perceptive,
must be limited in their significance, since they
disregard the intrinsic nature of Still's earlier work
and origins.
Examination of lesser-known work by the artist in
the 1930s and 40s reveals the remarkable integrity of
art and aims despite the vast ongoing stylistic changes
which occurred throughout this period. It appears
that he may have been involved with a concern for
Greek 'myth' independently and prior to comparable
interests held by New York artists in the 40s. Some
understanding of the circumstances of Still's
formative years seems to indicate that this
preoccupation was of a strangely personal relevance,
perhaps ultimately linked to the conditions of Still's
youth in western Canada.
In Still's progression towards abstraction there is
evidence to suggest that he may have made
considerable use of European sources. This possibility
has been widely disregarded by commentators on
Still's art and indicates the complex character of his
originality. Still's earlier and less abstract imagery
outlines his involvement with landscape and
figurative forms — reduced to its essence by the time

of his reception in New York critical circles. A
ruler who tried to hunt them died in just such an
genuine iconographical basis to his 'abstraction' might accident, described in Mss Trinity Cambridge 0.2.1.,
in fact be discerned.
Corpus ChristiCambridge 393,(both 12th century and
formerly belonging to Ely Priory), and British library
7
Titus A.i., (published by H Wharton in Anglia Sacra,
1691).
The Approach to Abstraction
St Withburga appears with the church of East
Dereham and her two hinds on the 16th century
Lynn Cook
at North Burlingham, Norfolk. At Barnham
Phillip King's interest in abstraction developed from a screen
Broom she has one deer: this may derive from the
combination of factors: His involvement with the
version
of
her
legend
given
by
William
of
Malmesbury
exploratory nexus of the St Martin's sculpture
department; a trip in Greece in the late fifties, and a in Gesta Pontificorum.
continuing interest in existentialist writing. This last 4
factor distinguishes King's approach from that of his
Polychrome techniques in Parish Churches
contemporaries as well as providing a coherent
conceptual framework for his developing notions of Anna Hulbert
sculpture.
North Burlingham screen also displays most of the
finest techniques of East Anglian polychrome. It has
Session 2: THE PARISH CHURCH
never been varnished and is hardly dirty. There is
water-gilding with azurite blue, raised putty
Organiser: Sandy Heslop
decoration, and oil-gilding associated with transparent
1
crimson and green glazes. The copper resinate green
The Parish Church Door 12thc-14c
usually has a bright green undercoat: it is commonly
Jane Geddes
much darkened, as seen here. Opaque colours include
The door of the medieval parish church was a focus
for much social and religious activity. Legal contracts white lead and vermilion.
Elsewhere, cheaper screens such as Deopham
were signed in the porch and the door represented a
employ red lead, lead-tin yellow, black, etc. In the
symbolic barrier between the secular and spiritual
West Country, the emphasis is on carving, with much
world in the consecration ceremony. Medieval
use of crimson or green luster over tin leaf. Indigo
craftsmen devoted considerable attention to the
decoration of the church door. From the 12th to mid has often faded. Pigments for any area of the
architecture or ornament are subtly chosen for their
14th century most of the decoration was made of
texture. The medium, where it has been analysed,
wrought iron, and in the later middle ages this was
always seems to be oil.
replaced by intricately carved wood. The paper
discussed the development of iron making techniques
and the evolution of styles in wrought iron. Particular Session 3: ART HISTORY, THEORIES OF
attention was paid to the church doors of East
INTERPRETATION
Anglia where a remarkable number of examples have
Organiser: Michael Podro
survived.
1
2
The Parish Church: Heraldic Treasury and Textbook Nietzsche and Cubism
John Nash
Anthony Hobson
Picasso
and
Braque,
the
creators
of
Cubism,
never
One of the major features of the English parish
explained
what
they
were
about,
but
many
others
church is the range of architectural styles often found attempted to. Of the theories and explanations of
in the same building, forming an impressive visual
Cubism,
two
stand
out:
Du
Cubisme
by
Albert
summary of history linked firmly to the locality. The Gleizes and Jean Metzinger (1912), and Der weg zwn
same is provided by heraldry, which however offers Kubismus (1920), originally written in 1915 by
two important additions to its innate qualities of
Kahnweiller, Picasso's and Braque's
colour and period style. These are its extent beyond Daniel-Henry
dealer.
the great medieval period of church-building up to
These
two
explanations
are
not
compatible.
the present day and the personal web of local and
Kahnweiler
argued
that
Cubism
had
abandoned
the
national history which it displays for immediate
'illusions' of the Renaissance tradition in order to
interpretation.
represent
the
'underlying
basic
forms'
of
things.
The paper examined the general use of the royal
Gleizes
and
Metzinger
declared
that
'an
object
has
not
arms as well as notable stylistic and historical
one
absolute
form,
it
has
several'.
examples such as the monuments at Fawsley and
John
Nash
argued
that
we
must
discard
Kahnweiler's
Bottesford, and showed the splendid series of heraldic account because it offers a theory of Cubism that
hatchments at Stanford-on-Avon to be a unique
doqs
not
explain
the
achievement
of
the
paintings.
textbook of the marshalling of arms.
Gleizes's and Metzinger's theory on the contrary is
not, in its essentials, a theory limited to Cubism but is
3
a general theory of Art.
A legend of St Withburga at Ely and in Norfolk
Gleizes and Metzinger appear to have derived their
Anna Hulbert
theory from a reading of Nietzsche, then very popular
The misericord carving at Ely Cathedral known as
in France. They argue that by his fictitious images,
'man falling off a horse' shows two hinds with big
the artist imposes his vision of reality on the rest of
udders pursued by hounds on the left and a nun
humanity who, after first resisting, eventually accept
praying on the right. This is St Withburga of East
it as the Truth.
Dereham, translated to Ely AD 974, who fed her
This theory of Art may be seen to explain a
workmen when building her church upon milk from number of aspects of the history of Cubism,
two hinds miraculously provided. The wicked local
including the kind of publicity given to Picasso by

Salmon and Apollinaire and the abrupt change from
'analytical' to 'synthetic' Cubism in 1912.
2
The Value of Physical Things
Eric Fernie
The importance of objects is what more than
anything else distinguishes the tasks of the art
historian from those of other kinds of historian. The
value of this characteristic can be expressed in a
number of different ways, but a useful distinction is
drawn by diverging from the object and converging
on it.
The commonly accepted art-historical exercise of
explaining why something looks the way it does is
easily transformed into an introduction to a number
of other disciplines, diverging from art history. One
can take as an illustration the tenth and eleventh
century church of St Michel-de-Cuxa, examining it
briefly as an architectural monument and a
chronological puzzle. From this one is unavoidably
drawn into the significance of its Pyrenean location
(with the place name Cuxa occurring in three
different forms), and its debt to things Mozarabic (in
the choir and nave), early Christian (in the baptistery)
and German (in the crypt). These disparate sources in
turn raise questions of both liturgy and higher
learning and in particular the role of a scholar with
local, German, Islamic and Italian connections such as
Gerbert of Aurillac.
Turning to an example of convergence, historians
who have attempted to establish standard lengths
used at various dates have done so almost entirely on
a mathematical basis. The pitfalls of this method can
be side-stepped by an insistence on the primacy of
the physical object, the measuring rod. Thus, while
Guilhiermoz's case for the derivation of the neoRoman foot from the Drusian makes operational
sense, his means of deriving the pied de roi from the
former are unlikely to the point of impossibility, as a
reconstruction of the actions involved with the rods
makes clear.
3
Roger de Piles' Theory of Pictorial Composition
Thomas Puttfarken
Roger de Piles' reputation as theoretician rests mainly
on his theories of colour ('coloris') and 'clair-obscur'.
What is not normally recognized is that both these
elements are only parts, although important ones, of
an overall comprehensive definition of painting
which, with its insistence on the essential visual
qualities of a picture, made a major contribution
towards 18th- and 19th-century theories of art.
De Piles refutes the view held by Felibien, Lebrun,
and others, that the importance of painting as an art
rested in the importance of its subject-matter.
Felibien and Lebrun had adopted, from literary
theory, the notion of 'unity of action' or 'unity of
subject-matter', and they had built around this
central term both a general theory of painting and a
method of practical criticism which aimed at
approximating our appreciation of a picture to our
reading and understanding of a literary or
philosophical text.
For de Piles the importance of painting lies in its
visual effect; his theory culminates in the notion of
the 'unity* of object' (ie the picture) or the 'unity of
the overall effect'. The success of a painting does not
depend on the literary or rational consequentiality of

its subject-matter, but on the immediate and
spontaneous satisfaction of our visual sense. If
painting takes account of the order or structure of
our visual sense the degree of satisfaction or pleasure
it provides, by allowing our visual sense complete
fulfilment of its faculty, will transcend that of
unordered nature, and the spectator will experience a
state of 'enthousiasme' unique to painting.
De Piles's main problem was that of terminology;
how to describe visual effects and experiences of a
kind quite outside traditional systems of art. This
is the reason why, even today, we cannot just read de
Piles, but have to reconstruct some of his most
important ideas.
4
Alois Riegl: A Critique of the Idea of Order
Margaret Iversen
At the close of the nineteenth century the idea of
classical order was revived and dressed in Herbart's
theory of mental activity. In 1893, Riegl, Woelfflin
and Adolf von Hildebrand each wrote essays founded
on this psychology and, either implicitly and
explicitly, asserting a classical norm. While Woelfflin
continued to elaborate this position, particularly in
his Gassic Art, Riegl's mature work forms a powerful
critique of the view that classic art is an articulation
of the visible which is rational, lucid and value-free.
In his Dutch Group Portraits, Riegl describes a
specifically Dutch ideal of order which is set in
opposition to the Italian ideal. He sees both these
stylistic types linked to moral and political values.
5
Pierre Francastel's 'Peinture et Societe'
Christopher Johnstone
Pierre Francastel died in 1970. He was considered one
of the leading thinkers of his generation in France yet
his work is almost totally unknown among Englishspeaking art historians; only a negligible proportion
has been translated. He was the founder of a new
discipline — the sociology of art, which he taught at
the Ecole Patrique des Hautes Etudes in Paris from
1948 when a chair was created for him. His first book
on Impressionism appeared in 1937, but his bestknown works are Peinture et Societe (1951), Art et
Technique (1956) and La Figure et le Lieu (1967).
The paper concentrated on the ideas presented in
Francastel's innovative book Peinture et Societe
and included passages from his unpublished
translation, made in 1970-71. In this small book
Francastel proposed many of his ideas for the first
time, yet in a tentative and exploratory way. He
compares the Italian Rennaissance and the birth of
modern art beginning with Impressionism and shows
how these two visual revolutions are related. It is also
the first of his books to introduce structuralism as an
art historical method. Francastel's wide-ranging
sources include linguistics, behavioural psychology,
anthropology and other developing modern disciplines.
6
Theophile Thore: Political Ideals and Aesthetic j Criteria
Frances Jo well
This paper attempted to demonstrate the convergence
of political and artistic values in Thore's art criticism
during the 1830's and 1840's, and to show how his
dedication to the transformation of society, initially
inspired by Saint Simonian ideas, was largely
dependent on the philosophy of Pierre Leroux.

It is possible to find a consistent set of artisitic
criteria by which Thore justified his aesthetic
judgments. He referred, for example, to a tripartite
principle which demanded of each painting the study
of nature ('ce qu'on voit\ poetic inspiration
('ce qu'on congoit') and tradition (the accumulated
technical achievements of past art). Fulfilment of this
principle ensured such qualities as originality,
sincerity, truth, 'lapoesie', metaphor, technical
mastery.
These criteria, however, were subsumed under his
demand that contemporary art should contribute to
the inevitable progress towards the future universal
fraternity of mankind as promised by Leroux's ideal
of 'solidarity' and his 'religion of humanity'. The
artist was charged with furthering the communicative
possibilities of the language of painting in order to
express the universality and unity of shared human
experience.
In discussing subject matter, Thore frequently
dealt directly with the relationship of art to social
and political aspirations, but political polemics also
permeate discussion of stylistic or formal qualities of
different artists or schools. Thus his justification for
his fervent admiration for Delacroix's chiaroscuro and
colourism and his disapproval of Ingres' linear
procedure; his early championship of the works of
Theodore Rousseau and his condemnation of the
neo-classical school of landscape painting, and his
contempt for 'realist' paintings, are all ultimately
justified by reference to beliefs which derive their
meaning and language from Pierre Leroux's elaborately
expounded philosophical writings. This explains the
similarity of terminology which can be found in
Thore's political tracts, his literary efforts and his
writings on art.
Session 4: NORFOLK AND THE NORTH SEA
Organiser: John Gage
1
Round Towers in Norfolk
Steve Heywood
Round western towers are one of the most
characteristic features of medieval ecclesiastical
architecture in East Anglia. The distinctiveness of this
characteristic has given rise to much speculation
amongst local antiquarians about the origins of round
towers. Antediluvian well-shafts, defense, King
Canute's round church at Bury St Edmunds and the
lack of flrestone for quoins have all been put forward
as explanations. It is due, perhaps, to this mainly
local interest that little attention has been paid to
possible connections with regions outside East Anglia.
The purpose of the paper was to attempt to find the
significance of striking similarities between Norfolk
and certain other regions of northern Europe.

be related to changing leisure patterns. From the
evidence of contemporary guide books it is possible
to show that the subjects of Norwich School beach
scenes reflect specific class attitudes.
3
Turner Ruysdael and the Dutch
A.G.H. Bachrach
In 1802, on his way back from Switzerland, William
Turner visited the Louvre in Paris and filled a
notebook with verbal and pictorial memoranda of
some 30 pictures that had struck him in particular.
Among these were two pieces by Jacob van Ruysdael:
a stormy coast-scene and a lanscape. In 1807 he
painted a marine which, fancifully, he called 'Port
Ruysdael', and in 1844 another, identified as 'Fishing
Boats bringing a Disabled Ship into Port Ruysdael'.
These three dates are significant, both in what
they express and in what their chronology indicates.
The paper analysed the relationship of the artist to
the Old Master at the successive stages in his career
thus embodied in three variations on the same theme,
beginning with the records in his notebook and
ending with a work referred to in a letter to his dealer
as 'my new Port Ruysdael'. In doing so, the
investigation implied on the one hand a brief
assessment of Ruysdael's place in the formation of
British Taste, as well as that of marine painting as
such. On the other hand, it touched upon the British
attitude to the Dutch in the period concerned. It also
assessed Turner's personal involvement with Dutch
art, with Dutch naval-history, and with the
Netherlands as a country.
The point of the exercise was to offer a critical
footnote to the widely accepted theory that on the
Continent, Turner was mainly interested in Italy and
that in his travels his Dutch visits were of so little.,
consequence that they need not really be mentioned
at all.
Session 5: ART AND POLITICS
Organiser: Adrian Rifkin

1

From Past Meaning to Present Significance: Some
Thoughts on the Relationship between Modes of
Production and Modes of Consumption
Rodney Mace
Some would say that architectural history is in a
parlous state. In the academies it sits, with increasing
discomfort, beside art history. In schools of
architecture it has been almost relegated to the status
of a 'liberal study'. Yet in the outside world,
architectural history is big business; millions flock to
gawp at the homes of the once (and still) wealthy.
Costume dramas in 'authentic' settings have become
one of television's staple fares. Spec built, gerry built
19th
century
houses
in
Clapham
and
elsewhere
are
2
designated
'heritage',
to
be
conserved.
Filled
with
Norwich School Beach Scenes and the Rise of the
stripped
pine,
brass
bedsteads,
'original'
mouldings,
Seaside Resort
and an Aga cooker, these properties offer their
consumers some imagined golden age.
Andrew Hemingway
People
visiting
a
12th
century
cathedral
like
One of the most remarkable phenomena of British
Lincoln or York do so because it is 'old', not, for the
urban history is the development of the seaside resort most
part, because they wish to understand what has
in the 18th and 19th centuries, a development caused enabled
these buildings to survive feudalism and
partly by the increasing democratization of leisure
flourish under capitalism. It is the building's past
resulting from industrialization. This paper
significance that has a firm ascendancy over their
demonstrated that certain features in the coastal
scenes of British landscape painters in this period can present meaning.

What, then, in consequence, do tourist 'see'? For
that matter, what do those historians who write on
medieval churches (and on Lincoln and York in
particular) similarly 'see'? In pursuit of authenticity,
neither tourist nor historian would go so far as to
imagine themselves into being the original serfs of
feudal lords. By the same token, the Clapham house
owner does not go without electricity or the
occasional bottle of antibiotics.
What is it in our modern sensibilities that enables
us so willingly to suspend our disbelief? The paper
explored two questions:
a) How can (do) we build an understanding between
'them'/'then' and 'us'/'now'? and
b) How is it that the history of architecture is largely
dominated by concerns around a building's gestation
and birth, and not its life and death, however short or
protracted?
2
Art History versus Philosophy: The Enigma of the
'Old Shoes'
John A Walker
A painting of two old shoes by van Gogh has been
variously interpreted since it was produced in 1886.
A complex controversy concerning its meaning has
therefore arisen involving philosophers such as
Heidegger and Jacques Derrida and art historians such
as Meyer Schapiro. In the course of this theoretical
debate fundamental issues concerning the nature of
art and truth, representation and reality, the mechanisms of artistic signs, and the respective
methodologies of art history and philosophy are
raised. The paper attempted to vindicate the discipline
of art history and propose a more accurate reading of
the van Gogh painting. It was also argued that in the
last resort the battle for the meaning of the van Gogh
painting is a political struggle.
Session 6: PROBLEMS IN LANDSCAPE ART
Organiser: Marcia Point on
1
The Iconography of Titian's Landscape
Mary Rogers
Titian's landscape backgrounds have, with a few
exceptions, been interpreted exclusively in naturalistic
terms. This paper suggested some of the ways in
which the landscapes in his religious paintings
contribute to the total meaning of the work. Titian
consistently used landscape backgrounds to reinforce
and amplify the theological ideas expressed in the
figures. This is done partly by drawing on an
established North Italian tradition of 'disguised
symbolism' which was then in part passed on to later
artists. Titian's selection and presentation of these
symbolic landscape elements is guided by a desire to
make them easily comprehensible, and visually and
emotionally, as well as intellectually, expressive.
However, the meaning of Titian's landscapes does
not only lie in moralised details scattered throughout
the paintings, but in what is implied in the natural
setting taken as a whole. In many examples, nature
seems to be presented as an animate and morally
aware organism, responding to what is being enacted
in the figure composition. In some cases this
'pathetic' fallacy' was derived from biblical and other
sacred texts, in others extended to events where no
_

«

such textual sanction existed. In later works, religious
and secular, landscape gains an increased resonance as
processes of change, decay and regeneration are
implied not only through symbolism and the choice
of motifs, but composition and the character of the
paintwork. Although Titian's interest lay in man-innature rather than nature in its own right, with these
later developments the possibility of landscape
without humans as a meaningful subject clearly
becomes apparent.
2
Constable and the Beaumont Collection
Luke Herrmann
The traditional story of the early influence of Sir
George Beaumont's 'travelling' Claude, Hagarand the
Angel (N.G., 61), on the young Constable is
augmented by the frequent references in Farington's
Diary and Constable's correspondence to contacts
between the artist and the baronet. These contacts
culminated in Constable's long visit to Sir George's
Leicestershire seat, Coleorton Hall, in the autumn of
1823 — a visit vividly recorded in Constable's letters
to Maria. This paper assessed the influence of that
visit on some of Constable's compositions of the next
decade, and especially on his major R.A. exhibit of
1825, The Leaping Horse. It also drew attention to
the fact that the impact of living with the Beaumont
pictures for several weeks was soon reinforced by the
arrival of most of them in London where they were
presented to the newly formed National Gallery in
1826.
3
Landscape in the Japanese Print
John Sweetman
The paper discussed the effect in Japan about 1800
of the basic language of woodcut and the growing
interest in landscape on one another. The interest in
landscape was stimulated by a variety of causes,
among them concern with topographical records of
famous places, and a revival of awareness of Western
procedures in landscape through the renewed influx
of Western pictures. The use by Japanese ukiyo-e
artists of such elements as mountains and bridges as
focal elements in composition is considered, together
with the use of Western compositional ingredients,
notably the coulisse or foreground mass. This last is
developed by Hokusai and Hiroshige to extremes of
statement in the interests of involving the spectator
dramatically in the contrast between closeness and
distance.

4
Methodologies in the Study of Landscape of the
Seventeenth and Nineteenth centuries
John House and John Walfordr
This comparison between approaches to 17th and
19th century landscape studies focused on three
issues:
a) interpretations of the idea of realism
b) the idea of personal expression in landscape
c) the search for philosophical and metaphorical
meanings in landscape.
It considered the implications of these, and other
issues for the methodology of the study of landscape.

Session 7: ART HISTORY AND MUSEUM
STUDIES
Organiser: Alan Borg

1
The Muse in Museum
John Milner
The lecture 'The Muse in Museum' was comprised of
two parts. In the first place there was a consideration
of various ways in which the study of art history
from books and photographs has introduced
distortions and ambiguities in the interpretation of
works of art. Specific examples were discussed and
the point made that works may develop a function
distinct in their reproduced states from those
associated with the original.
The second part discussed how the creative
individual may counteract some of these deficiencies
by undertaking work in the museum or gallery
context. The lecture sought to crystallize certain
techniques and safeguards concerned in this activity,
and that problems in the practice of art history may
be isolated in a way that emphasises the contribution
which museums and galleries alone are able to make.
2
Instant Art History?
Christopher Johnstone
How important is art history to museum visitors?
How much information should curators provide for
visitors and in what form? To what extent do today's
art museum installations reflect today's approach to
art history, if at all? And if not, should they?
Looking at current practice and some historical
examples, including Alexander Dorner's work at
Hanover and RIDS Museum, the author illustrated
and discussed ways in which art history can be
integrated into the art museum, from the hanging of a
collection to the labelling of exhibits, so that the
museum visitor can appreciate and enjoy what is
exhibited and at the same time learn some art history
and understand more of the role it plays in the
museum itself.
3
The Physical Examination of Works of Art
P. Cannon-Brookes
All too often art historical analysis is undertaken
without a prior physical examination of the work of
art being studies. Excessive reliance on photographs
and an unquestioning acceptance of conventional
wisdom can lead to faulty analyses and grotesque
misunderstandings. On the other hand a careful
physical examination of a work of art can open up
entirely new vistas for research, and a drastic
reassessment of its status. The critical history of the
lavabo in the Old Sacristy of S Lorenzo, Florence,
and the putative predella to Pontormo's S Michele
Visdomini altarpiece, are examples of faulty analyses
based on insufficiently detailed physical examinations,
whilst the true status of the Cornbury Park Bellini
was demonstrated by the first detailed scrutiny to
which it had been submitted. John White's important
reconstructions of the carpentry of trecentopolyptychs provide a major source of inspiration, but
the same patient work can be applied to Renaissance
studies with telling effect. As the museum art
historian works in close dialogue with the museum
conservator in this field in which the museum art
historian is able to make a particular contribution.

4
Why do you need to see the Original Painting Anyway?
Colin Thompson
The answer was considered — with examples illustrated
by reproductions - in terms of the physical nature of
the original and its relationship to its environment,
the amount and accuracy of the information
transmitted by the reproduction, and what the
observer is looking for or expecting to see. All of
these factors are partly affected by degrees of
subtlety in the object and of sensitivity in the
observer.
The situation is further complicated when
reproductions are used as a surrogate while the
original is being discussed, characteristically in
teaching: the teacher is speaking about an original
painting, but the student sees only a shadow on a
screen or a patch of printer's ink. More interesting,
when evidence is available, is the case of the scholar
who comes to believe in his ability to work from
reproductions but is in fact misled by them.

5
The Intellectual History of the Victoria and Albert
Museum
Anthony Burton
Although taste may count for more than thought in
the formation and care of an art museum, it might be
expected that a museum founded with an educational
purpose — such as the V & A — would develop and
express intellectual interests. These can be traced in
four areas. In acquisition policy: contemporary art, for
instance, was forsworn between c.1905 and c.1975.
In official attitudes to the recruitment of scholars as
against administrators: policy was completely
reversed over the first 50 years. In the publications
issued by the museum: at first doctrinaire tracts, then
catalogues by distinguished outsiders, then (following
changes in recruitment) catalogues by the museum's
own staff. And in the arrangement of the galleries,
which, at a distance, reflected first Gottfried Semper's
materialism, and later the Geistesgeschichte of the
Vienna School.
Session 8: THE HOUSE AND HOME 19th and 20th
CENTURIES
Organisers: John Heskett and Stefan Muthesius
1
Understanding the Home through Design
Adrian Forty
In what ways can the study of the history of design
lead to understanding of society? Although potentially
the richest of historical sources, the study of design
has been but-little developed in this direction. Yet
because in the design of artefacts there occurs a
physical conjunction between material and ideal
facts, design provides a unique means of observing the
operation of social processes.
This paper argued that the study of design in the
home can lead to an understanding of the place of the
home in modern society that could not be arrived at
by the use of other kinds of historical evidence. In
particular, design was used to show how the home
mediates the relations between individuals and the
society of which they are part.

with the connections with German furniture
Image and Reality in Decoration: A Sociological
manufacturers in the context of the development of
Look at Television Cabinet Design
the fireside chair.
Deborah Chambers
Since the birth of television as a mass media there has 4
been extensive debate about the effects of its
Thorpeness
contents on the individual. The overwhelming power Moira Coleman
of its use as a medium, in the production and
Thorpeness,
in
Suffolk,
was
planned
and
built
as
a
consumption of animated images has overshadowed
holiday
village
between
1911
and
1937,
when
attention to its use as an object in the home: as
building
to
the
original
plan
ceased.
The
village's
manufactured commodity, as commercial electronic founder envisaged a resort which would have 'no
equipment, as symbolic expression of science, as
attraction
for
the
day
dripper',
and
achieved
his
aim.
furniture ornament and gadget.
Approximately 20 million people watch television
each night and over 90% of homes possess at least one Session 9: NEO CLASSICISM AND ROMANTICISM
TV set. Yet our attitudes towards television sets are IN SCULPTURE
ambiguous: we are not sure whether to love them or Organiser: Alex Potts
hate them. We are somewhat embarrassed by their
existence in our living rooms, bedrooms, and kitchens: 1
we resort to hiding them in cabinets and shelving, or For and Against Restoration
disguise them as pieces of sculpture with sexy
Nicholas Penny
scientific imagery, and the latest trick has been to
shrink them to a pocket sized gadget despite the
A brief survey of the history of the restoration of
obvious inefficiencies of viewing on small screens and antique sculpture from the sixteenth to the twentieth
the redundancy of such a technological breakthrough century was followed by a detailed examination of
considering the introduction of video cassette
the growing awareness of restoration in the
recorders for taping programmes in our absence.
commentaries on such sculpture — and in the
Reflecting the unbalanced communicative system illustrations of it — in the late eighteenth and early
where a form of central transmission was organized
nineteenth centuries. The origins of the opposition to
for domestic private reception (which Raymond
the practice in this period were suggested, and then
Williams pinpoints), the design of TV sets as
followed a discussion, not entirely unpolemical, of
commodity was almost instantaneously aimed at an the historical and aesthetic implications of the various
individual consumer market: 'consumer durables' for attitudes.
home consumption, fitting snugly into the framework 2
of commercial mass production and private domestic The Duke if Richmond's Gallery at Whitehall
consumption. By the 1930's the mass of the
John Kenworthy-Browne
population had developed a lifestyle of 'mobile
An 'Academy of Design' was outlined by Vertue circa
privatization', which along with increased leisure
1721, in his plan of an art school to contain plaster
time, was especially conducive to the new form of
casts from which students could learn to draw. The
'broadcasting'.
idea was discussed again in the 1740s, and was
This paper examined some of the economic,
described in its practical details by Matthew
political and sociological pressures at work in the
Brettingham junior while he was in Rome. When at
design and size of television sets and cabinets since
last a patron was found — the young 3rd Duke of
the inception of the medium.
Richmond — the idea was apparently given to him by
Wilton in Florence. The Duke's Gallery of some
3
thirty casts was opened in March 1758. Most of the
The living Room and Furniture Design between the casts were from the antique, from Florence (supplied
by Wilton) and Rome (supplied by Brettingham). At
Wars
the same time, identical casts had been sent to
Suzette Warden
The paper sought to show how three-piece suites and Holkham, Kedleston and elsewhere, of which many
dining suites continued as popular selling lines for the survive today. The Duke's Gallery was directed at
British furniture industry during the 1920s and 1930s first by Wilton and Cipriani. The students included
and that, alongside this, the fireside chair emerged as Nollekens, Mortimer, Cosway and Romney. Some of
an important additional product during those years. their drawings survive at the Royal Society of Arts,
for this Society made full use of the Gallery in
Why the fireside chair became increasingly
competitions for drawing and modelling. The Duke
important as a new furniture 'type' for the massquickly lost interest. The Gallery was closed in
market from the mid 1920s may be attributed to
developments in housing and planning and room use. 1765-6, and the casts shortly after were, divided
This paper examined these links between housing and between the Royal Academy and the Incorporated
Society of Artists.
furniture design, and, how the final form of the
fireside chair was dependent on internal changes
within the furniture industry and that industry's use 3
Gibson and Queen Victoria
of new manufacturing techniques and component
parts. The balance between the influence of housing Elizabeth Darby
and social needs and the interests of the manufacturer This paper examined John Gibson's revival of Greek
on the final form of these popular furniture types was sculptural painting in two statues of Queen 'Victoria.
discussed.
The first, executed between 1844 and 1847, was
The paper focused on the goods manufactured by coloured at a time when the subject of ancient
High Wycombe firms, especially F Parker and Sons
polychromy was a fashionable and respectable
Ltd and Goodearl Bors of Mendy Street, together
academic pursuit. It would seem however that Gibson

2

was directly inspired to make this, his earliest, essay
in painted statuary, by the example of contemporary
architectural and sculptural polychromy by Leo von
Klenze in Munich. This figure of Queen Victoria was
probably the first portrait statue to which the revived
Greek practice of painting sculpture was applied. The
colour was limited to the decorative details of the
dress and accessories only. There is evidence to
suggest that Gibson proposed a more extensive use of
colour in his group of Queen Victoria between Justice
and Clemency (1849-57) in the Prince's Chamber in
the Palace of Westminster, but this was not carried
out. The figure of The Tinted Venus (1854) and his
other contemporary painted statues may perhaps give
some indication of how Gibson intended to colour
the Palace of Westminster group. Gibson's statements
about The Tinted Venus elucidate his views on the
advantages of sculptural polychromy.
The retiring Chairman: Professor John White

As members will know, John White ceased to be
Chairman of the Association of Art Historians at the
AGM at Norwich in March. The end of his Chairmanship also brings to an end the first phase of the
Association's history, since, because of the death of
our first Chairman, Andrew McLaren Young, and the
early departure to the United States of our second,
John Pope-Hennessy, he has in fact presided over our
affairs almost since the Association's foundation. His
period of office has seen the development of the
AAH from an ill co-ordinated body of individual art
historians often unaware of one another and coming
from different parts of a quite diverse profession, into
a cohesive and purposeful Association with clear aims
and an increasingly effective voice in the world of art.
John White's role in this has been central and the
Association has been formed by his energy and
personality. He has the inestimable virtue of not
being afraid to make a fool of himself — with the
result that he hardly ever does — combined with the
capacity to jump in where angels fear to tread, which
is the quality that most of all gets things done.
Always helpful, always present when needed, always
full of ideas and as attentive to individuals as to
problems and policies, he has provided an impetus to
the first years of the Association which nobody else
could have given.
After the foundation of the Association itself and
the very rapid growth of its membership, the
establishment of Art History as a new journal for the
visual arts is, of course, the most important
achievement of his period of office; but of almost
equal importance is the part which the Association
has come to play in a wide range of public issues of
concern to its members, whether they are from art
galleries, museums, polytechnics, universities or
schools. John White saw that it should be an inclusive
body, embracing the whole range of art historians and
covering, as far as possible, all their interests. The
pattern is now established for the future and will, I
believe, ensure the steady growth of the Association
in the time ahead.
John Steer
Art and Design History in Schools. Conference
7 November 1980

much needed, one day conference — to be held in
London on Friday, 7 November, 1980. The conference
will take place at the University of London, Institute
of Education, Bedford Way WC1.
Arrangements are being made for six speakers,
representing a range of appropriate points of view, to
talk and answer questions. There will then be an
opportunity for those present to discuss specific areas
of interest during afternoon seminars and finally to
bring these discussions together in a plenary session.
The aims of the conference are essentially to make
available information, share problems and invite
solutions concerning the role and content of art and
design history education in secondary schools.
Professor John Steer, Chairman of the Association,
will open the conference. Amongst topics to be
presented by other speakers will be teacher training
(both initial and in-service), museum and art gallery
activities and art and design history in schools abroad.
The value of art and design history in relation to the
curriculum as a whole, and to art and design
education in particular will doubtless provide valuable
starting points for discussion, as will the specific
content and methods appropriate to the subject in
the context of the secondary school.
Whilst many members of the Association, few of
whom actually teach art and design history in
secondary schools, will feel it to be in their interest to
attend, it is also to be hoped that art departments and
perhaps history or other humanities departments of
secondary schools will be well represented. The
Schools Council, the Head Teachers' and Secondary
Heads' Associations, Colleges and Institutes of
Education, publishers, Art Advisors and other
relevant bodies are being invited.
The conference is being organised by Dr Tony
Dyson and Victoria Parry from whom further details
can be obtained through The Secretary of the Art
Department, University of London, Institute of
Education, Bedford Way, London WC1.
The Survival of Bath Academy of Art

The principal Michael Finn writes:
In an article written for the Times Higher Educational
Supplement (14.3.80) entitled 'Bitter lessons to be
learned from the battle of Winchester', Brandon
Taylor wrote: 'Although Winchester School of Art's
future is now secure it will not be long before a
similar battle breaks out in another county'.
The Avon Education Committee has voted to
merge Bath Academy of Art with the Bath College of
Higher Education and to move the Academy from
Corsham to alternative accommodation in Bath. This
decision is subject only to the approval of the
Resources Co-ordination Committee of the Council
and appears at first sight to be in the best interests of
all concerned.
It is clear that both institutions have very severe
problems. At the College of Higher Education, which
has a site in Bath and its base four miles away at
Newton Park, the student numbers have been
decreasing which of course leaves unused
accommodation and restricts the potential curriculum
of an institute of higher education. The Academy has
three sites in Corsham and there is a desperate need
to replace and refurbish some teaching accommodation.
It is an obvious and attractive solution to the Avon
The Association's working party on the history of art policy-makers to put the institutions together in the
in schools is now finalising plans for a long awaited, hope that this will solve many of the problems as well

as tidy up their provision by bringing the Academy
new and more isolated campus as well as introduce
into the geographical boundaries of Avon. It also
the inherent problems of new course structures and
makes sense in terms of being able to sell two
general student facilities.
substantial sites in Wiltshire in addition to the town
So, is a change of the magnitude described
hostels owned by the Authority; the accomodation at desirable? With the undoubted reputation of the
Corsham Court, which is held on a long-term
Academy at Corsham and the relationship of that to
repairing lease could be redeployed though a further its unique context it would seem folly to end its life.
use hasn't been specified.
But another question is, do we really want to pursue
It is perhaps, therefore, not surprising that
policies which can only tolerate larger and larger
Councillors of all parties on the Education Committee institutions and ignore the qualities which can be
are almost all in favour of the decision to effect
provided only by smaller ones?
a merger. Equally, anyone with any experience of art
Avon's answer to these questions will decide the
education in this country, and of Bath Academy's
future of Bath Academy of Art.
contribution in particular, will not be surprised that
the move is beingvigorously opposed by the Academy The Mitchell Prize for the History of Art
whilst being welcomed by the Institute of Higher
Education. The major grievance at the Academy is
In 1976, Mr Jan Mitchell, president of the Mitchell
that there has been virtually no discussion between
Foundation, philanthropist and art collector,
the Authority and its institutes of higher education inaugurated an annual prize of 10,000 dollars to be
on an overall county plan to deal with the obvious
given to the author of an original contribution to the
problems and very little public consideration given to study and understanding of the visual arts published
alternatives, some of which have been proposed by
during the preceding year in the English language
the Governors of the Academy themselves in an
(excluding translations). The book, or publication to
effort to help the Authority solve some economic
be assessed in terms of its scholarly, critical and
problems and at the same time retain the unique
literary merit.
contribution being made at this level of art education
Presentation of the Mitchell Prize, will take place
and as part of the national pattern.
alternately in New York (Metropolitan Museum of
So the dilemma is complete and careful priorities Art) and London (Royal Academy), in late October/
need to be established by anyone concerned with the early November.
future of art education in this country to ensure that, Judges for 1977:
on the one hand proper development is not inhibited Sir John Pope Hennessey, Professor Robert
by reactionary attitudes, but that something valuable Rosenblum, John Russell.
is not irretrievably lost; the Academy's case should be
Award presented to: Professor Francis Haskell for
clearly put.
'Re-Discoverios in Art' Phaidon (New York 26
After its establishment at Corsham in 1946 Bath October 1977).
Judges for 1978:
Academy of Art quickly won an international
reputation for its courses. Corsham has consistently Sir John Pope Hennessey, John Russell, Professor
attracted many students and teachers of the highest Jean Sutherland Boggs.
calibre; the quality which Bath Academy of Art has
Joint prize winners: M Butlin and E J oil for 'The
had for many many people is concerned with scale, Paintings of JMW Turner' Yale University Press.
with environment, with course structure and staffing Judges for 1979:
and with what can only be called 'quality of
Sir John Pope Hennessey, Professor Jean Sutherland
experience'. Many prominent people have been
Boggs, Professor George Heard Hamilton.
associated with the Academy as consultants and
Award presented to: Meyer Shapiro for 'Modern
Governors'. These include Sir Kenneth Clark,
Art, nineteenth and twentieth century', Braziller and
Professor Martin Froy, Sir Roland Penrose, John
Chatto.
Piper, Richard Smith, Basil Taylor and Lady Marina Judges for 1980:
Vaizey. Reading through previous prospectuses and Professor Michael Jaffe, Professor Jean Sutherland
meeting names of teachers like Kenneth Armitage,
Boggs, Professor George Heard Hamilton.
Helen Binyon, Adrian Heath, Howard Hodgkin, Peter
Possible contenders should send a copy of their
Lanyon and William Scott amongst dozens of others book, or publication to one of the judges listed above.
indicates to some extent the reputation earned;it also Further information from The Lady Vaizey, 24
appears to be an irrefutable fact that British art
Heathfield Terrace, London W4 4JE
education would not hold the position it has had, and
currently holds, without the Academy at Corsham
and the distinguished work in setting it up by Clifford Centenary of the Watson-Gordon Chair of Fine Art
and Rosemary Ellis.
A conference will be held in Edinburgh, 10 to 13
Present courses leading to the award of BA (Hons) April 1981, to celebrate the centenary of the Watsonin Fine Art, Graphic Design and Three Dimensional Gordon Chair of Fine Art which was first occupied
Design: Ceramics have developed from a fine tradition by Professor Gerald Baldwin Brown at the beginning
and anyone who has recently visited the Academy
of the session 1880/81 and held by him for fifty
will recognise that it still attracts teachers and students years. Sir John Watson-Gordon, in whose memory the
of the highest calibre.
chair was endowed by his brother and sister, was the
leading Scottish portrait painter of the generation
The major question to be asked is whether the
proposals made by the Avon Education Committee . succeeding Raeburn and for this reason the theme of
aspects of portraiture has been chosen for the
are in the best interests of all concerned. If the
proposals were implemented no-one could seriously conference. Sir John Pope-Hennessy has kindly
believe that Bath Academy of Art would continue in undertaken to open the proceedings and it is hoped
to gather a team of distinguished speakers on aspects
its present form, as a move must affect the student
application, the commitment of part-time staff to a . of portraiture old and new and to arrange time for

discussion after the papers. It is also hoped to
accompany the conference with an exhibition of
masterpieces of Scottish painting in the Talbot Rice
Art Centre.
Accommodation will be available in the Pollock
Halls of Residence.
Further information from:
The Secretary
Department of Fine Art
University of Edinburgh
19 George Square
Edinburgh EH9 91Z
Museums and the History of Art and Design
CUve Ashwin writes:
The Curriculum Centre for the History of Art and
Design (Middlesex Polytechnic) concluded its
programme for the academic year 1979-80 on Friday
6 June 1980 with a conference entitled 'Theoretical
Studies and the Foundation Course'. During the
morning session the conference received and discussed
papers by Mr WJ Hill, principal of Cleveland College
of Art, and Mr WB Rawcliffe, senior lecturer at
Chesterfield College of Art. During the afternoon
session delegates divided into three Interest SubGroups, namely History of Art, History and Theory
of Design and Complementary Studies. As there are
well over one hundred Foundation Courses, some of
them very large, and as all of them make provision for
the history of art and design, they represent a
substantial area of subject activity and have an
important bearing on the subject at first degree level.
Foundation Courses are likely to be significantly
affected by the introduction of DATEC validation,
and a capacity attendance of over 60 delegates from
all over the UK provided evidence of the interest in
and concern for the history of art and design on their
courses.
The first conference of the 1980-81 session is
planned to take place on Friday 5 December 1980
and is on the subject 'The Museums and the History
of Art and Design'. This conference is being jointly
organised by the Middlesex Polytechnic and members
of the Education Service of the British Museum. It is
hoped to attract a substantial number of participants
from the education staff of museums, who will be
able to discuss issues of common interest with art and
design historians from colleges and universities. A
further conference, on Three Dimensional Design, is
being planned for the spring term 1981.
The Curriculum Bank of material on the history of
art and design, which is housed at the central Art &
Design library of the Polytechnic, is due to be opened
to the public on 1 October 1980. The Bank will
contain the largest collection of material on curriculum
development in the subject area in the UK, including
course details from the colleges, polytechnics,
universities and schools, and books and periodical
articles relating to the study of the history of art and
design.
Enquiries should be addressed to:
Dr Give Ashwin
Assistant Dean, Art & Design
Middlesex Polytechnic
Cat Hill
Barnet
Herts EN4 8HT (Tel 01-440 7431)

Journal of Garden History

A new journal will be launched in January 1981. It
will deal with the architectural history of garden
design, iconography, aesthetics, botany and
horticulture as well as the conservation and
restoration of historic gardens. For further
information, please contact:
The Editor,
Journal of Garden History
Taylor & Frames Ltd, Rankine Road
Basingstoke
Hants RG24 OPR
The International Society for the Study of Church
Monuments

The Society was founed in 1979, and its aims are to
promote the study, care and conservation of funery
monuments and related art of all periods and
countries. A symposium was held in September 1980
at University College, London University. Details
about membership, events and the Society's
Newsletter from:
The Membership Secretary
c/o The Armouries
HM Tower
London EC3N 4AB
British Society for Eighteenth Century Studies
The Society, founded in 1971, is an inter-disciplinary
one, which includes art historians amongst its
members. Its aim is to promote the study of eighteenthcentury cultural history. It is affiliated to the
International Society for Eighteenth Century Studies,
which encompasses societies in France, Italy,
Germany, Hungary, USA and Canada, Japan and
Australasia.
The British Society holds two conferences each
year, in January and September, and publishes the
British Journal for Eighteenth Century Studies three
times annually. The winter conference is always held
in London, and includes in its programme the
Society's Annual Lecture (given so far by Ernst
Gombrich, John Summerson, JH Plumb, Isaiah Berlin
etc), other papers and an annual seminar (the theme
of which for 1980 was landscape gardens, for 1981 it
will be death). The autumn conference, held in other
towns, is shared every other year with the Societe
des fetudes du XVIII Siecle, meeting alternately in
the UK and in France. In 1980 the place was Dijon,
and the theme travel. Previous conferences have been
located in Paris, Oxford, Weymouth, Edinburgh, Bath,
etc.
Membership costs £6 per annum, including the
Journal Research students pay £1. For further
particulars write to the Society's Secretary,
Department of History, The University, 43 North
Bailey, Durham DH1 3EX.
SLAP — Society of London Arts Publicists
SLAP is a new organisation which is intended as a
forum and a mouthpiece for those selling the arts in
London.
Its membership is employed in a wide spectrum of
arts organisations and is drawn from performing
companies, venues (including art galleries and
museums) and funding bodies.

The Society hopes it will provide the opportunity
for its members to exchange ideas and experiences, to
co-ordinate their activities and to have the facilty to
make representation of their interests whether to
managements, performers and artists or the media.
SLAP would be interested in liaising with any
similar organisations in other parts of the country.
Chairman - Angus Watson, Barbican Arts Centre
Secretary — Penny Egan, Crafts Council
Treasurer — Don Keller, National Theatre
All correspondence to:
The Secretary,
Crafts Council
12 Waterloo Place
London SW1
Tel 01-839 1514
Friends of Macclesfield Silk Heritage
Since May 1979, a group of five has been researching
into what is known and left of the silk industry in the
town. Publicity of the Project's existence was vital, as
a means of contacting ex-silk workers. This worked
well, particularly when the BBC gave time on their
evening programme 'Look North'.
Prestigious visitors have proved invaluable, the key
to unlocking many firm's archives. When Nancy
Haller of the Metropolitan Museum, New York visited
Macclesfield, she was shown silks of a quality and
quantity she had not expected, dating from 1850.
Nor had she any idea to what extent silk still plays a
part in the industrial life of the town. An exhibition
in March 1980 brought home to many the richness of
Macclesfield silk and the quantity still in the town.
An illustrated report covering the year's work is at
present being compiled.
This new organisation, Friends of Macclesfield
Silk Heritage, was formed to ensure that the work
and impetus of the Project is not lost. They will act as
custodians to the material and archives of the
Macclesfield Silk Heritage Project, foster interest and
work towards the establishment of a silk museum or
heritage centre.
Enquiries to: Maria Murtagh, 85 South Park Road,
Macclesfield, Cheshire. (Design, technology researcher
for the Project.)

Research in Oriental Ceramics supported by the
Ceramic Industry
The Spode Trust has recently made available funds to
support research on the highly important collection
of Oriental Ceramics, bequethed by the late ES
Thornhill, and now in the Department of History of
Art and Design, North Staffordshire Polytechnic. Mrs
Shu-ning Sun-Bailey, born in Peking and educated in
Taiwan, Brazil and the United States has rare
qualifications for the task of cataloguing the
collection which chronologically speaking ranges
from the 7th century BC to the 19th century. The
strength of the collection is the excellent group of
examples of Han Dynasty wares.
The collected may be viewed by appointment with
the department.

Leverhulme Research Fellowship
The Research Fellowship has been awarded to Pauline
Sargeant of Cardiff Castle Museum to visit America to
continue her research on the work of William Burges
and his influence upon the 19th century American
school of architecture.

Exhibition Brings Design 'Ghoust' to life
One of the great 'ghost' organisations of decorative
art will come to light in a major exhibition, 'A
London Design Studio 1880-1963', to be mounted at
the Museum of London by Middlesex Polytechnic.
The exhibition opens on November 21 at the
Museum of London, to commemorate the centenary
of the opening in 1880 of the Silver Studio. The
exhibition will continue to January 31 and will then
tour during 1981, visiting the Wolverhampton Art
Gallery, the Bradford Art Gallery and the Laing Art
Gallery in Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
The Silver Studio was founded by Arthur Silver
and subsequently run by his son Rex. When the
studio finally closed in 1963, it had been responsible
for more than 30,000 designs for wallpaper,
furnishing and dress fabrics, furniture, metalwork,
carpets, linoleum, book jackets, stencils and
advertisements.
Nearly every major British wallpaper and textile
The Thirties Society
manufacturer and several French and American firms
bought designs from the Silver Studio. Liberty,
Warner, Sanderson, GP and J Baker, Courtauld,
The recently founded Thirties Society aims to
Marshall Field and Macy were all important buyers.
stimulate the study and appreciation of
architecture and interior design of the 1930s. It will Some, including Liberty and Warner, were regular
promote the scholarly study of a period so far little customers, buying designs from the Silvers throughout
the studio's life.
touched by architectural historians, and intends to
build up a library of relevant books, documents,
But the Silvers have gone unsung until now
cuttings, albums and photographs. The Society also
because manufacturers rarely credit designers. One
intends to work towards safeguarding the best
goal of this important exhibition is to bring the
examples of the period from destruction or
collection to the attention of design historians as a
mutilation. It proposes to submit to the Department major research resource.
of the Environment a list of notable buildings and
The collection now in the possession of Middlesex
interiors worthy of statutory protection .
Polytechnic was presented to Hornsey College of Art
Also planned are events such as visits, walks,
in 1967 by Rex Silver's step daughter, Miss Mary
lectures, seminar, conferences, showings of films of
Peerless. Along with other members of the Silver
the period, and occasionally an entertainment in the family, she has been instrumental in arranging the
'jazz modern' style with appropriate music and
exhibition. The collection became part of the
cocktails.
Middlesex archives when Hornsey College of Art
For further information please write to:
became part of Middlesex Polytechnic in 1973. Since
then, a keeper and a conservator have worked on
Be vis Hillier,
cataloguing and preparing the design work for
Chairman of the Thirties Society
exhibition.
Golbeater House, Manetta Street, London Wl

The exhibition is accompanied by a catalogue
prepared by the keeper, Mark Turner, published by
Lund Humphries with Middlesex Polytechnic.
The exhibition at the Museum of London was
designed by Arthur Silver's great grandson, architect
Martyn Haxworth, assisted by Jay Stewart, and has
been supported by contributions from The Arts
Council, The Goldsmiths' Company, Sotheby Parke
Bernet, Reed International and the South East Area
Museums' Service.
For further information please contact:
The Keeper of the Silver Studio Collection,
Mark Turner, Middlesex Polytechnic.
Bounds Green Road,
London N i l 2NQ

Executive Committee

Officers
Chairman Prof John Steer
(Birkbeck College, University of London, Malet Street,
London WC1E7HX).
Hon Secretary Peter Fitzgerald
(Reading University, London Road, Reading RG1
5AQ)
Hon Treasurer Dr Francis Ames-Lewis
(Birkbeck College, University of London, Malet
Street, London WC1E 7HX)
Elected members
Dr Christopher Brown (National Gallery)
Mr Michael Diamond (Bradford City Art Gallery)
William Morris and Kelmscott Exhibition &
Prof Julian Gardener (Warwick University)
Symposium
Prof Michael Kitson (Courtauld Institute)
Prof
Andrew
Martindale
(University
of
East
Anglia)
West Surrey College of Art and Design is planning an Mr Philip Rawson (Royal College of Art)
exhibition of 'William Morris and Kelmscott' for the Mrs Mary Stewart (Leicester Polytechnic)
autumn 1981. There will be a weekend symposium
Mrs
Flavia
Swann
(North
Staffordshire
Polytechnic)
for which papers are invited. For further information Dr Liza Tickner (Middlesex Polytechnic)
please contact:
Prof John White (University College, London)
Joseph Acheson
West Surrey College of Art & Design
Co-opted members
Faulkner Road, The Hart,
Dr Andrew Causey (1982 Manchester Conference)
Farnham, Surrey
Mrs Hazel Conway (Design History Publications
Group)
Forthcoming Exhibitions
Dr Christopher Green (1981 London Conference)
Dr John Onians (Editor of Art History)
Tate Gallery
Director
of
Publicity:
Pamela
Courtney.
Thomas Gainsborough 8 Oct - 4 Jan 1981
42 Lancaster Park, Richmond TW10 6AD.
Royal Academy
Victor Pasmore 13 Sept - 19 Oct
Stanley Spencer 20 Sept - 14 Dec
British Art Now:
An American Perspective 18 Oct — 14 Dec
Alergnon Newton 1 Nov — 7 Dec
Victoria and Albert Museum
Princely Magnificence:
Court Jewels of the Renaissance 1500-1630
15 Oct - 1 Feb 1981
Donald McCullin: Photographs 22 Oct - 25 Jan 1981
George Wicks:
Royal Goldsmith 1698-1761 from October
Berthold Wolpe:
The Ganymed Press 19 Nov - 1 Feb 1981
Drawings: Technique & Purpose 10 Dec — April 1981
British Museum
Five Centuries of Guide Books and Tourism: The
British in Italy - until 26 Oct.
The Benedictines in Britain — until 30 Nov.
Committee Nominations
Members are reminded that nominations for the
Executive Committee and the Art and Design History
Education Sub-Committee should be sent in writing,
including the names of proposer and seconder and the
consent of the nominee, to the Hon Secretary, Peter
Fitzgerald not later than three weeks before the
Annual General Meeting, ie by Monday 16 March
1981.

Membership Subscriptions: due January 1981
Membership of the Association runs with the
Calendar Year, and with the Publication Year of Art
History. Subscriptions for 1981 are therefore due on
1 January 1981, New Year's Day. I am afraid that, as
I predicted at the AGM in Norwich this year,
subscription rates for membership will have to rise
again in 1981. The rise will be in parallel with the
general inflationary rise in retail prices this year of
about 20%: next year's Ordinary Membership will
therefore be £14.50. The cost of Art History to
members will be £10; but the rate to non-members
will have to rise more steeply to the commercially viable level of £22.50. We have always believed that
Association members obtain Art History at a very
advantageous price, in comparison with the costs of
other journals of its size and quality; this advantage is
now further emphasised by an increase in the
differential, between the members' and the nonmembers' rates, in our favour. We hope that this
year's increase, resulting inevitably from inflationary
pressures, will deter no member from renewing
his/her membership, for any reduction in membership
can only impoverish the Association.
1981 subscription rates:
ORDINARY MEMBERSHIP: £14.50
JOINT MEMBERSHIP (for two members of marital
status): £19
The STUDENT MEMBERSHIP rate will rise in
parallel, to £12.50 (or £2.50 for those not subscribing
to Art History). I would remind student members
that part-time research students are not entitled to
the student rate.
LIFE MEMBERS are warmly encouraged to take out,
or to renew, their subscriptions to Art History at the
membership rate of £10.
I would be grateful if OVERSEAS MEMBERS would
particularly note that the new overseas membership
rate will be £16.50, or US $40.
A form for the amendment of payments by Banker's
Order is inserted with this Bulletin. Please fill this in
at once, and return it directly to your Bank. Delay in
renewing your membership of the Association leads
to frustrating delays in receipt of the first issue of the
Journal. I would be very grateful if you would save
me unnecessary administrative burdens by sending
your subscription, or amending your Banker's Order,
as soon as possible.
Please renew your Membership Subscription as soon
as possible.
Members wishing to pay by Banker's Order for the
first time in 1981 should apply to the Hon Treasurer
for the appropriate form.
Francis Ames-Lewis
Hon Treasurer
Department of History of Art
Birkbeck College
Malet St, London WC1E 7HX
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